
President’s message
This is our 14th Newsletter since FOMS was formed in 2006 and in it you will find plenty of evidence 

that the group remains active on a variety of fronts.

Three field trips have been mounted to the springs country over the past few months and 

accounts of these are included in this issue.  The most recent of these had the objective of 

looking at possible sites for management trials, FOMS  being a partner with Natural Resources SA 

Arid Lands in a springs management project which has recently been allocated $1 million of 

Caring for our Country funding.  An article in these pages outlines the role of FOMS in this 

important work.

FOMS has also been involved in two national conferences which South Australia has hosted this 

year.  The first was the Great Artesian Basin Researcher’s Forum held in Adelaide 27-28 March at 

which leading researchers outlined their work on a range of hydrogeological and ecological 

issues of importance to the Basin. Several FOMS members were invited to attend, both as 

observers and presenters. The second national gathering is the 6th biennial Lake Eyre Basin 

Conference to be held in Port Augusta 17-19 September, at which I have been invited to give a 

short presentation on my four decades of involvement with the Lake Eyre Basin.  I will be taking 

this opportunity to draw attention to FOMS and the good work that it has been doing.

On the ground, we are continuing to maintain and monitor the self-guided walking trails 

constructed in 2011 and two of this year’s three field trips have been mounted for that purpose.  

As Anne Jensen reports within these pages, the trails remain in good condition and the brochure 

supply has kept up with demand.  We will need to reprint the brochures within the next six 

months and a source of recurrent funding will be needed to maintain this commitment.

Many FOMS members will have noticed two significant, related events over the past year, one 

being determination of the Arabana Native Title Claim and the other the re-naming of Lake Eyre 

to Kati Thanda-Lake Eyre.  I have written a short article on these important developments for the 

Newsletter and noted the co-management implications they have for Wabma Kadarbu Mound 

Springs Conservation Park.  District Ranger Tony Magor from the Department of Environment, 

Water and Natural Resources will attend our  26 September Annual General Meeting and talk 

with us about co-management and what it will mean for the park.  I urge all of you who are 

able to attend to come along to that meeting – Tony’s talk will be an important one for us to 

hear, we need to finalise our draft constitution and we need to elect our office bearers to take 

FOMS into 2014.  Hope to see you there!

Finally, I’m sad to report the passing of our FOMS friend and colleague, Bill Giles. Bill was a great 

FOMS supporter and will be sadly missed. On a happier note, Bruce Gotch has made a full 

recovery from surgery and was with us for several days on the most recent FOMS trip.

Colin Harris PSM, President, FOMS
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Major funding secured by SA Arid Lands NRM Board for Mound Springs 

Management Project

The South Australian Arid lands Natural Resources Management Board has secured $1m 

through the Australian Government’s 2013–14 Caring for our Country Investment program 

for a project to assist improved management of South Australia’s mound springs.

This three-year project will investigate, among other things, improved grazing management 

of springs, management of reeds (especially Phragmites) that have proliferated at some 

fenced springs, weed management (e.g. date palms and polypogon at Dalhousie) and 

fire management.

The NRM Board developed its funding application in close consultation with the Friends of 

Mound Springs. The Friends group developed a project brief which has been incorporated 

into the much larger Board application. 

Areas of particular interest to FOMS are as follows:

•Development of an improved understanding of the impact of proliferation of Phragmites

and Typha upon spring fauna and flora: literature review and field studies. 

•Definition of desired conservation outcomes for GAB springs, particularly those with prolific 

growth of Phragmites and Typha: review and consultation.

•Development of management prescriptions that are considered likely to (a) achieve the 

desired conservation outcomes and (b) be practical and acceptable from the 

perspective of pastoral land management: review and consultation.

•Field trials to test the effectiveness of optional management prescriptions.

•Development of an ongoing spring management program based on the above.

•Establishment of an ongoing, integrated program for monitoring of GAB springs.

Given the recent decision by FOMS to turn its attention to spring management, this funding  

comes at an ideal time. It is expected that FOMS will work closely with Natural Resources 

SA Arid Lands and other project partners in the oversight of the project and with project 

design. In addition, it is expected that FOMS volunteers will be able to assist, where 

appropriate, in the on-ground field trials to test management options.

FOMS members visited several potential trial sites during the August 2013 field trip. This is 

discussed elsewhere in this newsletter.

Grazing impacts (left) and proliferation of Phragmites (right) are two of the issues to be investigated 

as part of the mound springs management project.
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FOMS Field Trip August 2013
Bernice Cohen

After a weather-induced postponement in June, the Friends of Mound Springs 2013 field 

trip finally hit the road on August 5th.  The main purpose of the field trip was to look at 

possible strategies to manage springs and their vegetation communities. There was a 

particular focus on the proliferation of Phragmites around those springs that have been 

fenced to exclude stock. The observations made on this field trip will provide valuable input 

into an Natural Resources SA Arid Lands project that will investigate management 

strategies for South Australia’s mound springs (see above item). The field trip also provided 

FOMS with an opportunity to meet and discuss springs management with pastoral lessees 

and managers. 

Of course, the trip also allowed us to spend time in some of the world’s outstanding 

landscapes and the privilege of viewing Aboriginal rock etchings and the great Palthiri Pithi 

grindstone quarry. In addition, we were able to commune with some of our wildlife –

particularly the flies, but also the occasional bearded dragon, dingoes, emus, a lonely 

kangaroo or two, galahs, corellas and an occasional wedgie. At least one of us developed 

some affection for the Brahmin and Brahmin-cross cattle taking advantage of recent rains 

and green pick on Anna Creek Station. At night under the universe’s outstanding night 

skies, we had the opportunity to gaze into gidgee and coolibah fires, while occasionally 

savouring a nip of amber fluid.

Colin Harris, Simon Lewis, Bernice Cohen, Margie Barnett and Bruce Gotch made the trip 

through Billa Kalina, into Anna Creek, The Peake, Nilpinna and Allandale. We visited many 

springs, including Billa Kalina, Frances Swamp, Big Perry, the Fountain, Twelve Mile, Outside 

Springs, Big Cadna-owie, Old Nilpinna and Tarlton.

We met Colin Greenfield of Billa Kalina who has voluntarily fenced some springs. He 

showed us a spring that has a proliferation of Phragmites. No more than 100 metres away 

within the same exclosure, is a second spring with no Phragmites. Colin’s view is that this 

represents differences in water quality. He showed us other springs that cattle have access 

to. One of these has been trampled and polluted, but nevertheless has a diversity of 

vegetation, pools of clear water and is generally very attractive. 

In addition, we caught up with Jodie and Nathan Keogh, managers of The Peake and had 

useful discussions with them about springs and general pastoral management.

(Left) Margie Barnett, Bernice Cohen, Colin Harris, Colin Greenfield and Bruce Gotch at Billa Kalina. 

(Right) Breaking camp ready for another day in springs country.
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FOMS Field Trip August 2013 (cont’d)
Several interesting observations were made at the springs inspected by the group. Most still 

showed significant growth of Phragmites but, at the Fountain and Outside Springs, there 

was just a hint that the Phragmites in the main vent may be dying out, with open water 

observed at both locations. Progress at these springs will be watched with particular 

interest. At Twelve Mile, recent cattle intrusion has impacted upon the Phragmites, but 

there is fresh growth of bulrush, Typha, at the top vent.

At Old Nilpinna, the fenced spring has virtually ceased to flow and this seems to be the 

result of  evapotranspiration associated with prolific bamboo growth. Just outside the 

fenced area, another spring is flowing well and supports a large wetland. Tarlton Spring, 

nestling in a beautiful setting in the foothills of the Peake and Denison Range, remains 

almost dry. Tarlton Spring is not an artesian spring as such, but a discharge spring from the 

adjacent ranges. We half expected a reasonable flow at Tarlton following recent good 

rainfall years but this was not to be. This may just be a factor of the time taken for seepage 

from the range to manifest at the spring.

In general, springs that had been fenced showed significant growth of Phragmites and 

little or no open water. Springs exposed to cattle had significant trampling and fouling, but 

some of these had a range of plant species, and none were clogged with Phragmites. 

Clearly fencing on the one hand and grazing on the other both create their own set of 

management issues. 

Decisions on preferred future management regimes will depend to a large extent on the 

value the community places on criteria such as clear open water, plant diversity and rare 

or endemic plant and animal species.

Recent cattle intrusion at Twelve Mile has impacted heavily on Phragmites (left) but there is a healthy 

stand of Typha at the top vent (right)

At Outside Springs (left) there is a suggestion that Phragmites is in decline in the main pool, while at 

Nilpinna (right) dense bamboo appears to have contributed to a cessation of flow.
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MOUND SPRINGS TRIP MAY 2013: Maintaining the Walking Trails
Anne Jensen, Vice-President, FOMS

In May this year a group of FOMS members and associates undertook a ten-day trip to 

maintain and monitor the walking trails installed  in 2011 by the Friends of Mound Springs 

group at Strangways and the Peake, sites of enormous significance because of their 

natural and cultural values. 

Our party was Michael (chief chef) and Grant (co-driver and chief assistant) in the Toyota 

Hi-lux, carrying everything you could possibly require while camping in the desert, and 

Bjarne and myself in the trusty Nissan X-Trail towing the very heavy A-van, full of enough 

supplies for 10 days. We helped to design and install walking trails at these sites on previous 

trips with the Friends of Mound Springs group, and this time our little group of four people in 

two vehicles did the monitoring and maintenance run.

This was a challenging trip of more than 2,100 km on rough unsealed roads in remote 

areas. We survived the full range of mud, rain, cold nights, clear skies, raging winds, a full 

moon, sunny days and very slow going at times. We reached our goals at Strangways and 

The Peake repeater stations, but not without some serious challenges. 

After a slight delay starting while we renewed the battery in Michael’s fridge, we made 

good time to camp in Farina at sundown on the first day. We found the camp ground very 

crowded, as the Farina Restoration Group was in residence for 5 weeks of restoration work. 

This historic town is rising from the ruins to become a tourist destination with an amazing 

story to tell, and an inspiring group of volunteers doing an amazing job restoring the town. 

Most importantly, the bakery was in full swing, producing sausage rolls, apple scrolls and 

other delicious treats. 

We set out from Marree in light rain, but it just persisted, turning the unsealed Oodnadatta 

Track into an endless ribbon of mud, varying only in colour. There was red mud, yellow mud 

and brown mud, in sticky gooey masses. It flew up in the air, onto the windscreen and roof, 

and plastered everything in a sticky layer. The A-van kept changing colour, and will 

probably never be really clean again! 

We finally reached Strangways Springs after three days on the road and spent four days 

camped there. Several times we experienced stunning sunsets and sunrises, as well as the 

glory of the full moon rising over the desert. The open skies frequently fill with amazing 

clouds and light, and the desert landscapes are full of varying colours and landforms. The 

stars are stunning, with the full sweep of the Milky Way, but you need to look before the 

moon comes up and the sky is no longer dark. 
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MOUND SPRINGS TRIP MAY 2013: Maintaining the Strangways and Peake 

Walking Trails (continued)

Our monitoring tasks were to check the status of the walking trails at Strangways Springs 

and The Peake, and to renew stores of brochures for the trails at each site. Everything was 

in order, no maintenance work required, and the requested photopoints were taken. We 

did the trip to The Peake in one day, instead of moving camp, and were glad we were not 

towing the A-van on still muddy and often corrugated roads. Once the work was done, we 

were free to go walking, take photos and enjoy the gourmet menu and wines. As the sun 

shone and temperatures rose, we had to resort to fly nets over our hats to keep out the 

pesky flies.

We headed back south, stopping first to check classic mound springs at Blanche Cup and 

The Bubbler, and back to Farina again, before heading for our favourite place of former 

years, Warraweena in the northern Flinders Ranges Then back to Adelaide for a very 

welcome shower and comfortable bed after ten days on the road.

Postscript to the above

In an internal report to FOMS after the above trip Anne drew attention to the impact of 

visitors climbing to the top of Cutting Grass Spring on the Springs Walk at Strangways 

Springs.

Cutting Grass Spring is site no. 7 on the Springs Walk and in the brochure visitors are 

informed that it is named for the occurrence of cutting grass, Gahnia trifida, a disjunct 

plant of the mound springs, the nearest other 

occurrence being many hundreds of kilometres 

away in south eastern Australia.  The 

brochure also asks people not to climb to the top, 

the mound being steep and fragile and not

having an open pool on its summit.

In spite of this advice Anne had noticed that 

people were climbing the spring and she 

recommended an on-site sign to reinforce the 

message in the brochure.  Given the perceived 

urgency FOMS organised the immediate printing

of a temporary sign and this was installed in 

mid-June this year by a small FOMS party. A 

permanent sign, with a lower profile, will be 

installed as soon as possible.

Colin Harris installing sign at

Cutting Grass Spring

Colin Harris installing sign at 

Cutting Grass Spring
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GAB Researchers’ Forum held in Adelaide 

More than 80 researchers involved with the Great Artesian Basin attended a forum held at

the National Wine Centre, Adelaide on 27 and 28 March 2013. The forum was convened

by the Great Artesian Basin Coordinating Committee (GABCC) and followed the pattern

of a number of mound springs and GAB researchers’ forums held since the 1990s.

This year’s forum concentrated on three main themes: hydrogeology of the GAB from the

east; hydrogeology of the GAB from the west and ecology of the GAB.

Of particular interest to South Australia is the conclusion of scientists that there is negligible

recharge of the GAB from the west. Until recently, it has been believed that, while minor in

scale compared with recharge from the east, some recharge of the basin occurs from the

west. This has now been largely discounted. To compound this, researchers now believe

that recharge from the east is less than predicted previously – due to the effect of a north-

south groundwater divide running through the centre of the system. The inevitable

conclusion from the above is that there is less scope for recharge of mound springs in South

Australia than was thought until recently. If this is the case, it emphasises the need for

extraction from the Basin in SA to be managed very carefully and conservatively.

Major GAB Report released at GAB Forum

The GAB Researchers’ Forum proved to be the ideal occasion for release of the series of 

reports under the Allocating Water and Maintaining Springs in the Great Artesian Basin 

project.  This $14m National Water Commission project has run from 2008 to 2012 and 

involved a number of partners: The SA Arid Lands Natural Resources Management Board, 

Flinders University, the University of Adelaide, the SA Department of Environment, Water 

and Natural Resources, the Northern Territory Department of Natural resources, 

Environment, the Arts and Sport and the CSIRO.

The reports provided the basis for many of the presentations at the Forum. Collectively, 

they provide a massive amount of information regarding the geology, hydrology and 

ecology of the GAB and GAB springs. It is impossible to summarise the reports here but a 

few points of interest are:

• The recharge information as above

• The current day recharge of the western (SA) springs is much less than the discharge

• It appears that the majority of western ground-waters were recharged under  different 

climatic conditions than today

• There is a link, previously unrecognised, between GAB springs and the earth’s mantle

• Diffuse leakage is smaller than previously thought, with most upwards leakage occurring 

through faults and fractures

• Decreased flows may cause problems with acid sulphate soils.

• 4516 spring vents in 103 spring groups in the western GAB were surveyed, the most 

comprehensive and accurate spring survey undertaken to date

• High resolution remote sensing imagery proved very effective in delineating spring-fed 

wetland vegetation

• The flora and fauna of the springs were investigated in detail, along with management 

issues such as grazing and proliferation of Phragmites in the absence of grazing

• The project included a risk assessment process for evaluating water use impacts on GAB 

springs, with Freeling Springs used as a case example.

There is no doubt that this work will underpin ongoing research and management 

programs for GAB springs for many years to come.
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Surviving a Changing Environment: Behaviour and Ecology of a 

Desert-Dwelling Fish
Krys Mossop, School of Biological Sciences, Monash University 

Despite their isolation, the aquatic ecosystems of the Lake Eyre region provide a 

compelling opportunity to study the impacts of a changing world on animal populations. 

Today, environments experience both natural and human-driven change, raising questions 

about how species persist. Our research investigates these questions in the desert goby 

Chlamydogobius eremius, a remarkable native fish found only in the rivers and springs of 

the Lake Eyre Basin. This work combines ecological data from these water sources, lab-

based behavioural experiments and information on the genetic background of the desert 

goby to examine the implications of environmental change. 

A changing world

The Lake Eyre region is currently subject to a complex interplay between a naturally 

dynamic system and a range of human-driven processes. These factors include the effects 

of mining activities, invasive species such as the mosquitofish Gambusia holbrooki, the 

wide-scale extraction of artesian water (and an accompanying dramatic decline in spring 

flows), pastoralism and a changing climate. While natural environments have long been 

characterised by change, a central question for biology and conservation research alike is 

how animals respond to the frequently rapid and extreme ways in which humans alter 

natural habitats. What are the mechanisms that influence if a species persists or disappears 

when habitats change? And how does the evolutionary history of modern inhabitants 

influence their fate?

A fish in the desert

To address such questions, our research focuses on the behaviour, ecology, sex life and 

genetics of the desert goby in South Australia (some FOMS readers will also be familiar with 

closely related gobies in locations such as Dalhousie Springs and Edgbaston Station). 

Unassuming at first glance, desert gobies sometimes adopt stunning colouration and 

exhibit a range of impressive adaptations to a harsh environment: high tolerance for 

extreme temperature (we have recorded them in 43°C), low oxygen and high salinity –

sometimes three times saltier than seawater. They also display a range of complex 

behaviours: male desert gobies perform energetic and vibrant courtship displays for 

females, defend nests against rivals, and carry out exclusive care of the eggs. Finally, the 

Lake Eyre Basin itself falls within a region of unique biogeographic history. This saw it 

transition several million years ago from a wet, highly vegetated area to an arid one in 

which water sources became scarce and patchy, with striking implications for how aquatic 

organisms persisted through dramatic environmental shifts. 

Male desert goby (right) in bright breeding colouration courting a female.
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Surviving a Changing Environment: Behaviour and Ecology of a 

Desert-Dwelling Fish (continued)

Genetics of the desert goby

Today, the desert goby is distributed across a relatively large geographic range in 

fragmented aquatic habitats. With our collaborators, we are examining some of the 

historical (e.g. shifts in climate and hydrology over geological time) and present-day 

processes (e.g. modification of water flows) affecting the evolution and distribution of this 

unique fish by uncovering patterns in their DNA. For example, are more closely related 

populations clustered geographically, or have past, wetter periods produced genetic 

patterns of more widespread connections? Genetic information – and its potential clues 

about the major events that have shaped how a species interacts with its environment – is 

an invaluable tool for investigating the evolution, distribution and movement of organisms. 

This component of our research will provide important context for the species. Firstly, it will 

illustrate the genetic relationships between the desert goby and its close relatives (i.e. the 

Chlamydogobius genus) and estimate when the separation of species occurred. 

Secondly, by comparing the genetics of different desert goby populations in South 

Australia, we are learning more about the similarities and differences between fish from 

different localities and regions. Relating these genetic ‘signatures’ to the geographic 

distribution of the animals – a process also known as phylogeography – will elucidate 

questions about processes on a geological timescale, such as the separation of drainages. 

It also provides evidence for the role of modern processes, such as increasing hydrological 

isolation of populations. Knowledge of a species’ evolutionary history and the genetic 

structure and connectivity of its populations can be highly valuable in assessing how 

animals use their habitat and the possible implications of continued environmental 

change.

Desert gobies are found in diverse habitats, including very shallow (<5cm) spring wetlands at Coward 

Springs proper (left) and Screechowl Creek (right). 

Behaviour, sex and movement

The way animals behave is an increasingly widespread tool for researchers as it underlies 

many aspects of animal biology. For example, the ways in which animals find food, mates 

and avoid predators have major impacts for how well they survive and reproduce, and 

thus, can ultimately affect the success of populations. Sexual behaviours such as how 

males compete with each other, how individuals choose mates, and reproductive trade-

offs in the care of offspring have all received attention within our research group at 

Monash University. For example, previous work has shown that male desert gobies work 

harder to woo larger females (which typically lay more eggs) than small ones, and choose 

to reduce their care of a current clutch of eggs in order to court additional mates: both 

good strategies in the race to produce more offspring than your neighbours. 
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Surviving a Changing Environment: Behaviour and Ecology of a 

Desert-Dwelling Fish (continued)

To court or compete?

More recently, we have tested if the fish adjust their behaviour when habitats vary by 

manipulating the abundance of important vegetation forms such as filamentous algae. 

Here, we asked how habitat structure (via algae) affect i) male sexual behaviours, and ii) 

mating outcomes. Interestingly, we found that males fight more with their rivals when the 

habitat is more complex, but spend longer courting females in a habitat free of algae. 

Despite these behavioural differences, our fish also demonstrated that larger males were 

consistently more successful in achieving mating regardless of habitat, suggesting that 

reproductive outcomes might be robust to certain changes in the environment; more work 

is required here however. 

Movement in an arid landscape

A more extreme difference in environment is found in the ecological divergence of spring 

and river habitats. Differing in a range of variables such as water chemistry (fresh versus 

saline), hydrological regime (slow and steady versus highly variable) and permanency 

(semi-permanent versus ephemeral), there are good reasons to predict that the selective 

pressures (i.e. which traits are favoured by evolution) experienced by fish in springs and 

rivers will also diverge. Further, an animal’s ability to move into new habitat can be both a 

major promoter of genetic diversity (by transferring genes between populations) and an 

important response to adverse change. However, it is also one that relies on the propensity 

to disperse: essentially a behavioural character about which we know little. We are thus 

interested in a range of questions. Does morphology and behaviour differ with habitat 

types? Can these traits reveal adaptive responses to, for example, hydrological 

conditions? And what are the conservation implications for managing populations? To find 

out more, we are currently examining in the lab the exploratory and dispersal tendencies 

of desert gobies from seven different populations to test whether these behaviours relate to 

dispersal ability and the distinct environments represented by springs and rivers. Together, 

this work will provide insights into how this remarkable fish uses its landscape and a highly 

dynamic, extreme desert environment. 

Implications

Genetic and behavioural information about how much fish movement occurs between 

localities will provide important context for research and will help in identifying populations 

of high genetic diversity or conservation value. The results have implications for the 

management of desert-based fauna, including the two closely related but endangered 

species, the Elizabeth Spring and Edgbaston gobies.
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Lake Eyre – Native Title and a re-naming 
Colin Harris, President, FOMS

FOMS members may have noticed over the past twelve months two announcements of 

real significance for Lake Eyre and its surrounds.

Arabana native title resolution

The first of these came on 22 May 2012 with resolution of the long-running Arabana 

People’s claim, originally lodged in 1998.  The consent determination to finalise and 

recognise the claim was delivered on country at Finniss Springs Station at the southern end 

of the Oodnadatta Track.  Handed down by Justice Finn of the Federal Court, the 

recognition is for non-exclusive native title rights and interests over 68 823 square kilometres 

of country, including the whole of Lake Eyre and much of the southern mound springs 

country, including Wabma Kadarbu Mound Springs Conservation Park.

Among other things, the determination recognises non-exclusive native title rights to 

access, hunt, fish, camp, gather and use the natural resources and to conduct cultural 

activities, ceremonies and meetings.  An associated National Parks Indigenous Land Use 

Agreement and Co-management Agreement will also provide for Arabana involvement in 

park management within the area of the determination.  

District Ranger Tony Magor from the South Australian Department of Environment, Water 

and Natural Resources will attend FOMS forthcoming Annual General Meeting (26 

September 2013 – details to follow) and talk about implementation of the latter 

agreements in the context of Wabma Kadarbu Mound Springs Conservation Park.

Renaming of Lake Eyre

The second significant development came earlier this year when it was announced at a 

ceremony at Lake Eyre on 25 May that the Lake would become officially known as Kati 

Thanda-Lake Eyre. The renaming was approved by the South Australian Geographical 

Names Committee in December last year in the wake of the Arabana native title 

resolution.

Kati Thanda is the Indigenous name for the Lake, with Arabana people at the ceremony 

explaining that it was the name given for the lake which formed after the skin of a 

kangaroo was spread over the ground.

Whilst the European name of Lake Eyre will continue in use, the new name will appear in all 

new publications and maps and over a period of time will no doubt become widely 

accepted throughout the broader community.
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Farewell Bill Giles

It is with much sadness that we report the death of highly valued and respected FOMS 

member, Bill Giles. Bill was truly one of nature’s gentlemen and was an enthusiastic and 

active FOMS member. Bill helped with the design of the walking trails at Strangways and 

the Peake in 2010, then returned with the FOMS contingent in May 2011 to help construct 

the trails at Strangways. Bill was a marvellous camp-fire companion and will be greatly 

missed. Our sincere condolences go to Bill’s wife Chris and the rest of his family.

Friends of Mound Springs
If you wish to become a member, please contact FOMS Treasurer Hadyn Hanna – see 

contact details below. The membership subscription is currently $20 per household per  

calendar year.

OFFICE-BEARERS and RELEVANT CONTACT DETAILS

PATRON Dr Barbara Hardy AO

PRESIDENT Colin Harris PSM 08 8331 3571 colin.harris6@bigpond.com

SECRETARY Simon Lewis 0449 952 312 sealewis@bigpond.com

TREASURER

PROGRAM 
COORDINATOR

Hadyn Hanna

Brendan Lay

0488 573 387,

0430 595 947

hadyn.hanna@gmail.com

brenandbis@gmail.com

PUBLICITY 
OFFICERS

Sarah Lewis

Simon Lewis

0418 560 313

As above

Sarah.lewis@sa.gov.au

As above

SAFETY OFFICER Bruce Gotch 08 8280 7392 bgotch@picknowl.com.au 

AUDITOR Elaine Smyth 08 83328019


